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Invisible Prey Penguin
It's the dead of winter, and a killer like no other is turning a small
Wisconsin town into a death trap-one that's closing in on Lucas
Davenport.
Mortal Prey Penguin
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Lucas Davenport’s
first case as a U.S. Marshal sends him into uncharted territory
in the thrilling new novel in the #1 New York Times-

bestselling series. The man was smart and he didn’t mind
killing people. Welcome to the big leagues, Davenport. Thanks
to some very influential people whose lives he saved, Lucas is
no longer working for the Minnesota Bureau of Criminal
Apprehension, but for the U.S. Marshals Service, and with
unusual scope. He gets to pick his own cases, whatever they
are, wherever they lead him. And where they’ve led him this
time is into real trouble. A Biloxi, Mississippi, drug-cartel
counting house gets robbed, and suitcases full of cash
disappear, leaving behind five bodies, including that of a six-
year-old girl. Davenport takes the case, which quickly spirals
out of control, as cartel assassins, including a torturer known
as the “Queen of home-improvement tools” compete with
Davenport to find the Dixie Hicks shooters who knocked over
the counting house. Things get ugly real fast, and neither the
cartel killers nor the holdup men give a damn about whose lives
Davenport might have saved; to them, he’s just another large
target. Filled with his trademark razor-sharp plotting and some
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of the best characters in suspense fiction, Golden Prey is
further reason why “Sandford has always been at the top of
any list of great mystery writers” (The Huffington Post).
Certain Prey Simon and Schuster
A Gregor Reinhardt Novel Shortlisted for the
2015 CWA Endeavour Historical Dagger In war-
torn Yugoslavia, a beautiful young filmmaker
and photographer - a veritable hero to her
people - and a German officer have been
brutally murdered. Assigned to the case is
military intelligence officer Captain Gregor
Reinhardt. Already haunted by his wartime
actions and the mistakes he's made off the
battlefield, he soon finds that his
investigation may be more than just a murder -
and that the late Yugoslavian heroine may have
been much more brilliant - and treacherous -
than anyone knew. Maneuvering his way through a
minefield of political, military, and personal
agendas and vendettas, Reinhardt knows that
someone is leaving a trail of dead bodies to
cover their tracks. But those bloody tracks may
lead Reinhardt to a secret hidden within the
ranks of the powerful that they will do
anything to keep. And his search for the truth
may kill him before he ever finds it.
Buried Prey Penguin
Lucas Davenport investigates an unsettling series of murders in this
classic novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling series—and this
one is John Sandford “at the top of his game” (New York Post)⋯

In life she was a high-profile model. In death she is the focus of a
media firestorm that’s demanding action from Lucas Davenport.
One of his own men is a suspect in her murder. But when a series of
bizarre, seemingly unrelated slayings rock the city, Davenport
suspects a connection that runs deeper than anyone had
imagined—one that leads to an ingenious killer more ruthless than
anyone had feared... FEATURING A NEW INTRODUCTION BY
THE AUTHOR
Extreme Prey Penguin
Years ago, Lucas Davenport almost died at the hands of
Clara Rinker, a pleasant, soft-spoken, low-key Southerner,
and the best hitwoman in the business. Now retired and
living in Mexico, she nearly dies herself when a sniper kills
her boyfriend, the son of a local druglord, and while the
boy's father vows vengeance, Rinker knows something he
doesn't: The boy wasn't the target-she was-and now she is
going to have to disappear to find the killer herself. The FBI
and DEA draft Davenport to help track her down, and with
his fiancie deep in wedding preparations, he's really just as
happy to go-but he has no idea what he's getting into. For
Rinker is as unpredictable as ever, and between her, her
old bosses in the St. Louis mob, the Mexican druglord, and
the combined, sometimes warring, forces of U.S. law
enforcement, this is one case that will get more dangerous
as it goes along. And when the crossfire comes, anyone
standing in the middle won't stand a chance.... Filled with
the rich characterization and exceptional drama that are his
hallmarks, Mortal Prey proves that John Sandford just
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keeps getting better.
Easy Prey Penguin
When a simple robbery turns deadly, the thieves close in on the
only witness: Lucas Davenport's wife...
Sudden Prey Penguin
“One of the strongest in Sandford’s Prey
series.”—Entertainment Weekly “Good, dark, perverse,
bloody fun.”—The Washington Post Book World Theories
abound when a Russian gets himself killed on the shore of
Lake Superior—shot with fifty-year-old bullets. But when it
turns out he had very high government connections, state
troubleshooter Lucas Davenport gets the call. Well, Lucas
and a mysterious Russian cop with secrets all her own.
Together, they’ll follow a trail back to another place and
another time, and battle the shadows they discover
there—shadows that turn out to be both very real and very
deadly.
Naked Prey Penguin
Vampire queen Betsy Taylor is back—and there’s going to be hell to
pay… After her recent trip to hell, Betsy isn’t exactly sorry she killed
the devil, even though it’s put her sister Laura in a damnable position:
forced to assume the role of Satan—she may not have the training, but
she sure looks great in red—and in charge of billions of souls now that
she’s moved up in the world. Or is that down? But Betsy’s in an odd
new situation as well—that of being a monarch suddenly in charge of
all things earthbound, like her husband, Sinclair, who has gone from
relieved to ecstatic to downright reckless now that he can tolerate
sunlight. As if that wasn’t enough, Betsy and Sinclair’s adopted little
BabyJon is finally starting to walk. And if the increasingly
unpredictable toddler is anything like his extended family, precisely

where he’s headed is anyone’s guess.
The Investigator Penguin
#1 New York Times bestselling author John Sandford continues
his phenomenal Prey series—and “for those who think they know
everything they need to know about Lucas Davenport, [Field of
Prey] proves them wrong…” (Huffington Post) On the night of the
fifth of July, in Red Wing, Minnesota, a boy smelled death in a
cornfield off an abandoned farm. When the county deputy took a
look, he found a body stuffed in a cistern. Then another. And
another. By the time Lucas Davenport was called in, it was
fifteen and counting, the victims killed over just as many
summers, regular as clockwork. How could this happen in a
town so small without anyone noticing? And with the latest victim
only two weeks dead, Davenport knows the killer is still at work,
still close by. Most likely someone the folks of Red Wing see
every day. Won’t they be surprised.
Undead and Unsure Penguin
Novels six through ten in #1 New York Times bestselling
and Pulitzer Prize-winning author John Sandford’s Prey
series, featuring Minneapolis homicide investigator Lucas
Davenport. NIGHT PREY A savage psychopath is playing
cat and mouse with Lucas Davenport. But both killer and
detective find themselves at odds with a female investigator
who has intensely personal reasons for catching the killer
herself—and fast. MIND PREY Lucas Davenport has met his
match—a nemesis more intelligent, and more depraved, than
any he has tracked before. A pure, wanton killer who knows
more about mind games than Lucas himself—and with a
female psychiatrist already in his trap, he’s one step ahead.
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SUDDEN PREY The crime spree should have ended when
Lucas Davenport killed the female bank robber during the
shoot-out. But it’s just beginning, because the woman’s
husband isn’t about to let Lucas—or anyone he
loves—escape retribution. SECRET PREY When a wealthy
banker is shot dead during a hunting trip, Lucas Davenport's
routine murder investigation turns into a cat-and-mouse
game with a killer who won't hesitate to take the fight to
Lucas himself. And those he loves… CERTAIN PREY A
wealthy socialite has been murdered. Now the killer must tie
up a few loose ends. One is the witness. The other is Lucas
Davenport—and of all the criminals Davenport has hunted,
none has been as efficient or as ferociously intelligent as the
woman who’s hunting him.
Ocean Prey Penguin
Lieutenant Lucas Davenport is determined to track down a
diabolically clever serial killer who leads a double life,
carefully picks out his female victims, and taunts the police
with notes signed "Maddog."
Dead Watch Penguin
Lucas Davenport tracks a prolific serial killer in the newest nail-biter
by #1 New York Times-bestselling author John Sandford. Clayton
Deese looks like a small-time criminal, muscle for hire when his loan
shark boss needs to teach someone a lesson. Now, seven months
after a job that went south and landed him in jail, Deese has skipped
out on bail, and the U.S. Marshals come looking for him. They don't
much care about a low-level guy--it's his boss they want--but Deese
might be their best chance to bring down the whole operation. Then,
they step onto a dirt trail behind Deese's rural Louisiana cabin and

find a jungle full of graves. Now Lucas Davenport is on the trail of a
serial killer who has been operating for years without notice. His
quarry is ruthless, and--as Davenport will come to find--full of surprises
. . .
Silent Prey Penguin
The #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Lucas
Davenport novels delivers “a page-turner with a new hero, [and
a] breakneck pace" (Minneapolis Star Tribune). “Former Sen.
Lincoln Bowe, a Republican, has been missing for several days,
setting off alarms on both sides of the political aisle. Finally, he
is discovered in the remote Virginia woods, barb-wired to a tree,
burned almost beyond recognition and missing his head.
Democratic ‘research assistant’ (read: fixer) Jacob Winter, ex-
Army Intelligence, wounded in Afghanistan, is called in by the
Democratic president to unravel an extremely messy situation
and shield his office from any hint of scandal. As this runaway
train picks up speed, innocents are murdered, and the guilty
come to Jesus… "…Sandford is a master at creating believable,
indelible characters like Winter…[He] is peerless when it comes
to economical, taut plotting, most notably at building tension.
Dead Watch is anything but politics as usual.”—San Antonio
Express-News
Masked Prey Penguin
A series of ritualistic murders committed across the United
States draws Lucas Davenport into an unimaginable conspiracy
of revenge in this “classic”(Boston Globe) thriller in the #1 New
York Times bestselling series. A slumlord butchered in
Minneapolis...A rising political star executed in Manhattan...A
judge slashed to death in Oklahoma City... Each victim has a
history of bad behavior, but the only thing the killings have in
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common is the murder weapon—a Native American ceremonial
knife—and a trail of blood that leads to an embodiment of evil
known only as Shadow Love. Recruited to be the lethal hand of a
terrorist campaign, Shadow Love has his own bloody agenda,
one he will do anything to achieve. Enlisted to find him are
Minneapolis police lieutenant Lucas Davenport and New York
City police officer Lily Rothenburg. But despite the countrywide
carnage they needn’t look far. Because Shadow Love is right
behind them.
Hidden Prey Simon and Schuster
He seems like such a nice man. You’d never guess what was going
on in his mind… Art history professor James Qatar has a hobby: he
takes secret photographs of women to fuel more elaborate fantasies.
When he’s alone. Behind locked doors. Then one day, he goes a
step further and... well, one thing leads to another. Qatar has no
choice. He has to kill her. And you know something? He likes it. When
Deputy Chief Lucas Davenport takes the case, he assumes it’ll be
straightforward police work. He couldn’t be more wrong. As the
investigation trail takes some unexpected turns, it becomes clear that
nothing is straightforward about this killer, his victims, or his motives.
And to stop him Lucas has no choice but to walk right into his lair.
WITH A NEW INTRODUCTION BY JOHN SANDFORD
Neon Prey Penguin
“One of [the] best” (Orlando Sentinel) Lucas Davenport Novels—now
with a New Introduction by the Author. Clara Rinker is twenty-eight,
beautiful, charmingly southern—and the best hit woman in the
business. She just goes about her business, collects her money, and
goes home. Her latest hit sounds simple: a defense attorney wants a
rival eliminated. No problem—until a witness survives. Clara usually
knows how to deal with loose ends: cut them off, one by one, until
they're all gone. This time, there’s one loose end that’s hard to
shake. Lucas Davenport has no idea of the toll this case is about to

take on him. Clara knows his weak spots. She knows how to penetrate
them, and how to use them. And when a woman like Clara has the
advantage, no one is safe.
Heat Lightning Penguin
The story of a professional hit woman for the Mafia in Minneapolis.
She is hired to eliminate the wife of a man a woman desires. A
policeman dies in the process and detective Lucas Davenport goes
after her. By the author of Secret Prey.
The Man From Berlin Penguin
Lucas Davenport confronts an old nemesis, now a powerful
U.S. senator, in this thrilling #1 New York Times-bestselling
new novel in the Prey series. Lucas Davenport had crossed
paths with her before. A rich psychopath, Taryn Grant had
run successfully for the U.S. Senate, where Lucas had
predicted she'd fit right in. He was also convinced that she'd
been responsible for three murders, though he'd never been
able to prove it. Once a psychopath had gotten that kind of
rush, though, he or she often needed another fix, so he
figured he might be seeing her again. He was right. A
federal marshal now, with a very wide scope of
investigation, he's heard rumors that Grant has found her
seat on the Senate intelligence committee, and the contacts
she's made from it, to be very...useful. Pinning those rumors
down was likely to be just as difficult as before, and
considerably more dangerous. But they had unfinished
business, he and Grant. One way or the other, he was
going to see it through to the end.
Twisted Prey Penguin
Beloved heroes Lucas Davenport and Virgil Flowers are up against a
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powerful vigilante group with an eye on vengeance in the latest in the
beloved series by the #1 New York Times bestselling author. “We’re
going to murder people who need to be murdered.” So begins a press
release from a mysterious group known only as “The Five,” shortly
after a vicious predator is murdered in San Francisco. The Five is
believed to be made up of vigilante killers who are very bored…and
very rich. They target the worst of society—rapists, murderers, and
thieves—and then use their unlimited resources to offset the damage
done by those who they’ve killed, donating untraceable Bitcoin to
charities and victims via the dark net. The Five soon become the most
popular figures on social media, a modern-day Batman…though their
motives may not be entirely pure. After a woman is murdered in the
Twin Cities, Virgil Flowers and Lucas Davenport are sent in to
investigate. And they soon have their hands full--the killings are smart
and carefully choreographed, and with no apparent direct connection
to the victims, The Five are virtually untraceable. But if anyone can
destroy this group, it will be the dynamic team of Davenport and
Flowers.
Righteous Prey Penguin
Fan-favorite heroes Lucas Davenport and Virgil Flowers join
forces on a deadly maritime case in the remarkable new
novel from #1 New York Times-bestselling author John
Sandford. An off-duty Coast Guardsman is fishing with his
family when he calls in some suspicious behavior from a
nearby boat. It's a snazzy craft, slick and outfitted with extra
horsepower, and is zipping along until it slows to pick up a
surfaced diver . . . a diver who was apparently alone,
without his own boat, in the middle of the ocean. None of it
makes sense unless there's something hinky going on, and
his hunch is proved right when all three Guardsmen who

come out to investigate are shot and killed. They're federal
officers killed on the job, which means the case is the FBI's
turf. When the FBI's investigation stalls out, they call in
Lucas Davenport. And when his case turns lethal,
Davenport will need to bring in every asset he can claim,
including a detective with a fundamentally criminal mind:
Virgil Flowers.
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